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I. INTRODUCTION
Legal scholarship is very comfortable addressing the merit of a
particular claim for a right' and will, on occasion, critique the manner
in which rights claims are brought.2 Legal scholarship is uncomforta-
ble with explaining how rights arise. This article addresses the ques-
tion of how rights become embedded in our consciousness.3 I will
* Copyright held by the NEBRASKA LAW REVIEW. The author wishes to thank Pro-
fessor Richard Parker of Harvard Law School for his supervision of this article
and for his many insightful comments on it and its companion pieces, which ad-
dress the right to die movement and the feminist anti-pornography movement.
1. See, e.g., Jed Rubenfeld, The Right of Privacy, 102 HARv. L. REV. 737 (1989) (advo-
cating right to privacy); Frank I. Michelman, Property as a Constitutional Right,
38 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1097 (1981) (advocating right to property as foundational
to democracy).
2. See MARY ANN GLENDON, RIGHTs TALK (1991)(arguing that proliferation of
claims of right "impoverishes" American political discourse); Morton J. Horwitz,
Rights, 23 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 393, 396-97 (1988)(arguing that rights argu-
ments are "double-edged sword," neither intrinsically progressive nor
conservative).
3. This article is a companion to two other pieces concerning movements for novel
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argue that the formal, legal articulation of a right follows a synergistic
process in which public rhetoric, media coverage, and legal action by
the state create public awareness and acceptance of the claim. I ana-
lyze rights creation from a strategic vantage, taking as my subject the
academically neglected gay rights movement. This article traces pub-
lic conversation about the gay rights claim over two decades, arguing
that the tactics of pro-gay rhetors have moved the dialogue through
several identifiable stages, to the present stage in which gay rights
claims can win acceptance.
This article does not attempt a history of the gay rights movement,
but instead traces the evolution of gay rights discourse by epitomizing
the different types of rhetoric deployed by both sides. These epitomes
are offered sequentially, to give a sense of responsiveness and conver-
sation. First, gays had to establish themselves as a minority social
group through public rhetoric and action to present their claims. The
first stage of the conversation was the deployment of "visibility rheto-
ric," containing brash, strongly affirmational messages. Second, the
early dialogue was characterized by morality-based arguments against
gay claims. This opposition, of affirmational arguments and what I
will call "scourge rhetoric," was inhospitable to the rights claim.
Third, pro-gay speakers created victimage rhetoric, presenting gays as
objects of discrimination and violence. This rhetoric, which entailed
arguments for narrowly focused protections, created a narrower dia-
logue more hospitable to the rights claim. Fourth, I argue that Bowers
v. Hardwick 4 shows how these rhetoric types function in judicial opin-
ion and suggests that a window of persuasion is opening to pro-gay
rhetors as the dialogue shifts. Fifth, I offer a close reading of Califor-
nia's 1991 gay rights dialogue to show how these rhetoric types are
used strategically and interact in a public dialogue. The California dia-
logue is also an example of what I will argue is a "shifted discourse,"
in which old rhetorical oppositions have given way to new opposition
more hospitable to gay rights advocates.
Finally, I offer a prescription for gay rights claimants based on the
foregoing analysis. I will argue that the task of gay rights proponents
is to move the center of public discourse along a continuum from the
rhetoric of disapprobation, to rhetoric of tolerance, and finally to affir-
mation. To that end, lesbian and gay activists5 communicate messages
claims of rights. See Andrew M. Jacobs, The Right to Die Movement in Washing-
ton, 36 How. L.J. (forthcoming 1993); Andrew M. Jacobs, MacKinnon and the
Civil Right to Freedom from Pornography, 47 KAN. L. REv. (forthcoming 1994).
4. 478 U.S. 186 (1986)(holding that constitutional right of privacy does not bar states
from making laws criminalizing private, consensual homosexual sodomy).
5. Throughout this article, I will generally use the term "gay" to refer to both lesbi-
ans and gays. While this article discusses the power of naming, and I am aware of
the argument that it is inappropriate to describe same-sex preferring men and
women (as well as bisexuals) as "gay," I hope that any potentially offended
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of group visibility and victimage to advance along the continuum of
discourse. Gay rights opponents rely heavily on rhetoric of disappro-
bation, or scourge rhetoric, and their tactical objective is best de-
scribed as centering discourse on the rhetoric of moral harm. An
irony which doubles as a tactical problem is that the natural (at least
symmetrical) response to scourge rhetoric, proclaiming the evil of
gays, is affirmational rhetoric, declaring them good. The problem is
that the general public is far more likely to tolerate than affirm gay-
ness, so the tepid, halfway rhetoric of toleration may be a more effec-
tive counter to disapprobation than more heartfelt responses.
A. Starting the Conversation: Visibility
America's twenty-three year long public conversation about gay
rights started with visibility rhetoric, or rhetoric that declared the
existence of gays as a class to the polity. As this term implies, visibil-
ity rhetoric need not be rhetoric in the strictest sense. Demonstra-
tions or news images that communicate no formal, articulable,
cognitive message to an audience can still demonstrate the existence
of previously hidden phenomena. Simply put, America had to notice
lesbians and gays as a social class before it would talk about or with
them as a class. Even more obviously, societal cognizance of lesbians
and gays as a social group inevitably preceded any remedy formulated
in group terms for injuries suffered by group members. Visibility
rhetoric says, "I am," a message gay and lesbian America began deliv-
ering in an organized fashion on June 27, 1969.
On that June 27th, New York's Greenwich Village area gave birth
to the modern gay rights movement.6 Late that evening, New York
police raided a gay bar, the Stonewall Inn, hauling the bartender, the
bouncer, and three patrons into a paddy wagon. 7 Irate because of the
arrests, and more generally because of a history of routine raids of gay
clubs by the NYPD, Stonewall patrons rioted, heaving bottles and
bricks and the police.8 Although police dispelled the rioting crowd,
lesbians and gays reassembled the following night to renew their pub-
lic protest of constant police raids.9 The Stonewall incident is hailed
reader will take into account that "gay" is a three letter word, used for composi-
tional ease and not an ulterior semantic purpose.
6. See, e.g., TOBY MAROTrA, PoLiTIcs OF HoMosExuALITY 71-99 (1981). The history
of the gay rights movement is a topic almost entirely ignored in contemporary
academia. For an early attempt at a systematic treatment, see Salvatore J. Licata,
The Homosexual Rights Movement in the United States: A Traditionally Over-
looked Area of American History, 6 J. HoMosExuALITY 161-189 (1981).
7. JOHN D'EmILIO, SEXUAL PoLrrics, SEXUAL COMMUNmEs 231 (1983).
8. See MAROTrA, supra note 6, at 71-99 for a meticulous account of the events at and
following Stonewall.
9. See Police Again Rout 'Village' Youths, N.Y. TIMES, June 30,1969, at 22 [hereinaf-
ter Village Youths].
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as the beginning of gay liberation for two reasons. First, it was active,
collective, public action by gays as and for gays. Second, Stonewall
energized lesbians and gays across the country to spontaneously form
political associations' 0 and to publicly demonstrate in affirmation of
gayness. Thus, Stonewall was a milestone as a public declaration and
as a catalyst for gay political activity and consciousness.
An analysis of Stonewall-era advocacy rhetoric begins with the de-
cision to use the word "gay." In his work The Politics of Homosexual-
ity, Toby Marotta underscores the importance of the name a band of
New York homosexual activists chose for their post-Stonewall
group." Marotta asserts that the Gay Liberation Front chose "gay"
because it was the term used by homosexuals to describe each other, a
stark contrast to "homosexual," a "clinical term bestowed by heter-
osexuals."12 Through the act of naming themselves, gay activists took
the first step toward reconstructing the social concept of their group,
extending their privately preferred self-description into the public
sphere. And while the Gay Liberation Front faded from public view
in just a few years, the term "gay" has become one of general
currency.' 3
Gay rhetors amplified social knowledge of the new category "gay"
with large doses of visibility rhetoric. In protests and demonstrations,
lesbians and gays took to the streets, loudly proclaiming their exist-
ence in a host of affirmational slogans: "Say it loud. Gay is proud."14 ;
"Gay is good."15 "Three-five-seven-nine, lesbians are mighty fine."'16
10. A wave of lesbian and gay political organizations sprung up in the years immedi-
ately following Stonewall. The first gay lib club in Eugene, Oregon, three thou-
sand miles west of Greenwich Village, was organized shortly after Stonewall, and
another gay organization founded shortly thereafter incorporated Stonewall into
its name. See GAY RIGHTS WRITERS' GROUP, IT COULD HAPPEN TO You: AN AC-
COUNT OF THE GAY CIVIL RIGHTS CAMPAIGN IN EUGENE, OREGON 10-11 (1983)(pro-
viding local gay history as predicate to a description of a failed gay rights law in
Eugene, Oregon).
11. MAROTTA, supra note 6, at 91.
12. Id.
13. The term "gay" is not as common in the pages of the New York Times. Critics
have long contended that the Times shows an editorial bias in generally declining
to cover news relevant to lesbians and gays. Until recently, its writers refused to
use the word "gay" in headlines and articles, preferring the term "homosexual"
despite the longstanding objections of lesbian and gay leaders. George Destefano,
The New York Times vs. Gay America, THE ADVOCATE, Dec. 9, 1986, at 43. The
resistance of the Times' editorial board (which only recently began to use the
honorific 'Ms.') as well as the strong protest by the lesbian and gay community,
confirms the power of naming.
14. Lacey Fosburgh, The 'Gay'People Demand Their Rights, N.Y. TIMES, July 5, 1970,
Sec. 4, at 12.
15. See, e.g., Martha Shelley, Gay Is Good, in OUT OF THE CLOSETS: VOICES OF GAY
LIBERATION 31-34 (Karla Jay & Allen Young eds., 1977).
16. Paul L. Montgomery, 5,000 Homosexuals March to Central Park for a Rally, N.Y.
TIMES, June 28, 1971, at 23.
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Public displays of gayness were an important part of the visibility ef-
fort. The Gay Liberation Front 'liberated' heterosexual clubs by
swamping them with gay patrons who would control the bar or the
dance floor for one evening.17 Public "gay-ins" demonstrated and af-
firmed gay sensuality in public spaces. The American Psychiatric As-
sociation and Harper's Magazine1 8 were objects of widely publicized
protests by gay advocates over controversial positions. Mainstream
media picked up stories of gay demonstrations, carrying the visibility
message to middle America. While the New York Times had carried
articles on the disturbances at Stonewall on page 22,19 the first annual
Gay Pride March, commemorating Stonewall, was front page news.2 0
Newsweek ran a largely sympathetic four-page feature on gay libera-
tionists, explaining the range of lesbian and gay activism and high-
lighting the major issues of the liberationists.21
Visibility rhetoric, I have argued, serves the function of declaring
the group's existence to the polity. Lesbian and gay advocates
achieved this goal by organizing themselves as a minority group wor-
thy of societal recognition using current archetypes of social group-
ness. The public construction of this new ideritity, gays-as-a-
politically-active-minority, began with naming. Choosing the name
Gay Liberation Front, the post-Stonewall group self-consciously
adopted 'liberation' as a motif that suggested a discrete group seeking
relief from oppression. Gay rhetors carried this motif, declaring "the
strength and pride of the gay people," noting, "[w]e're probably the
most harassed, persecuted minority group in history."22 Lesbian and
gay community leaders professed allegiance with the goals of other
liberation movements, 23 and helped forge an alliance with other liber-
ation movements. This alliance allowed lesbian and gay leaders to
credibly present theirs as a movement among similar movements al-
ready imbedded in the public consciousness. 24
17. See Shelley, supra note 15, at 33.
18. Harper s Magazine ran an article perceived as anti-gay; a sit-in by the Gay Activ-
ists' Alliance in October of 1970 called attention to the slant of the article and
may have chilled the expression of anti-gay invective. See Stuart Byron, The
Closet Syndrome in OUT OF THE CLOSETS: VOICES OF GAY LIBERATION 64-65
(Karla Jay & Allen Young eds., 1977).
19. Village Youths, supra note 9, at 22.
20. Lacey Fosburgh, Thousands of Homosexuals Hold a Protest Rally in Central
Park, N.Y. TIMEs, June 29, 1970, at 1.
21. The Militant Homosexual, NEWSwEEK, Aug. 23, 1971, at 45-48.
22. Fosburgh, supra note 20, at 1.
23. Steven V. Roberts, Homosexuals in Revolt, N.Y. TIMEs, August 24, 1970, at 28
(referring to Michael Brown of the Gay Liberation Front).
24. See, e.g., Paul Delaney, Panthers to Reconvene in Capital To Ratify Their Consti-
tution, N.Y. TIMvEs, Sep. 8, 1970, at 57 (describing meeting of Black Panthers, Wo-
men's Liberation movement members, and Gay Liberation Front members to
draft proposed revisions to the U.S. Constitution); Will Lissner, New Left Groups
in Session Here, N.Y. TIMEs, July 19, 1970, at 33.
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One of the most important public effects of gay liberation rhetoric
in the Stonewall period occurred as an indirect result of the rhetoric.
As the liberationists addressed society directly, they also addressed
closeted lesbians and gays. The movement redefined and affirmed gay
identity in open political activity, and previously closeted lesbians and
gays were moved to openly affirm their sexual identity. Karla, a les-
bian, was inspired to come out by the movement: "in Gay Lib I saw
other people saying they were gay and proud... I was really touched
by their contagious pride."25 Karla was not alone. Thousands of col-
lege students came out in the post-Stonewall period,26 as did a large
number of lesbians and gays who became "an army of permanent en-
listees" in the gay rights struggle.27 The presence of large numbers of
newly out persons (relative to those of the 1950's and '60's) augmented
the visibility message of the gay liberationists, carrying mass media
messages of gay visibility into the private worlds of other Americans.
In the years immediately following Stonewall, gay liberationists
created the foundation of modern gay rights discourse by reconstruct-
ing the category "homosexual" as "gay." They established gays as a
political minority like blacks and women and captured public atten-
tion through an often deliberately jarring flamboyance. 28 The libera-
tionists' visibility rhetoric, which consisted of forceful public
declaration of the group, necessarily had a strong affirmational tone.
As I will argue later in this article, pro-gay affirmational rhetoric facil-
itates the creation of an affirmation/scourge opposition in gay rights
discourse, an opposition which is damaging to the rights-creating pro-
gay rhetors. This analysis underscores the intuitive insight that shock
tactics decrease the likelihood of real dialogue.29
Stonewall and the early years of gay liberation served an agenda
setting function. By creating the new issue of gay rights and calling
25. See Roberts, supra note 23, at 28.
26. See Robert Reinhold, Campus Homosexuals Organize To Win Community Ac-
ceptance, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 15, 1971, at 1.
27. D'EMILIO supra note 7, at 236. This phrase (and idea) is from John D'Emilio's
book. D'Emilio argues that the movement prompted a great number of people to
come out, giving them a permanent stake in the success of the movement since
coming out is generally an irreversible step. Id.
28. See, e.g., Shelley, supra note 15, at 34 (arguing "the function of the homosexual is
to make you uneasy"); D'EMILIO, supra note 7, at 235 (arguing that the tactics and
posture of gay militants even offended some lesbians and gays).
29. While this intuition is impossible to prove, it is shared by other authors. See, e.g.,
MARSHALL KIRK & HUNTER MADSEN, AFTER THE BALL 162, 213-214 (1989)(advo-
cating "Waging Peace" media campaign as preferred strategy to change attitudes
toward lesbians and gays); Peter M. Cicchino et al., Sex, Lies, and Civil Rights: A
Critical History of the Massachusetts Gay Civil Rights Bill," 26 HARV. C.R.-C.L.
L. REV. 549, 601-606 (1991)(arguing that shock tactics do not promote and can
impede drive for change because legislatures may be more influenced by quiet,
persistent lobbying).
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attention to it, visibility rhetors made the conversation possible. Prior
to 1969, society viewed "homosexuals" much as it did murderers and
child molesters: as a silent, isolated, deviant set of outlaws, not as a
visible, aggregative, tolerable set of like persons with a positive agenda
for themselves. To create new social knowledge, gays needed to re-
constitute themselves in the public space and create new meanings for
their group that would destroy and replace the old meanings. The
task was daunting: polls in the early 1970's showed that over 70% of
Americans thought homosexuality was wrong.3 0 The conversation
had been started in brazen affirmational rhetoric, and forceful replies
awaited these eager pro-gay rhetors of the early 1970's.
B. Harm Rhetoric: Reinforcing and Enhancing Negative Moral Valences
Assigned to Gays
"Knowledge is... the product of a series of social encounters, within move-
ments, between movements, and even more importantly perhaps, between
movements and their established opponents."
-R. Eyerman & A. Janison31
Any rhetorical study of rights construction is inevitably a study of
rhetoric attacking or thwarting the rights claim. One form of rhetoric
heavily utilized in the mid-seventies by gay rights opponents and still
commonly deployed today I call "scourge rhetoric." It is rhetoric
which conveys disapprobation for homosexuality. Scourge rhetors de-
ploy moral (Biblical), medical (plague/sickness), and other debasing
(vermin) images to assert the intrinsic evil of lesbians and gays. While
scourge rhetoric had existed for millennia, it was first confronted in
public discourse in the seventies. The language of the mid-1970's pro-
vides a vivid example of scourge rhetoric and a snapshot of a discourse
locked in a scourge/affirmation conflict.
My analysis of scourge rhetoric will center on Anita Bryant, an ar-
chetypal anti-gay scourge rhetor, and her opposition to gay rights leg-
islation in 1977. This focus on Bryant illustrates the forms, aims, and
strategic worth of scourge rhetoric and provides a snapshot of another
moment in the developing gay rights dialogue. Bryant, a former Miss
Oklahoma turned singer, was deeply committed to her fundamentalist
Baptist beliefs.32 One element of her particular fundamentalist belief
system was a conviction that homosexuality was wrong, Biblically pro-
scribed, and an evil to be legally restricted. Armed with her celebrity
30. FLoRIs WOOD, AN AMERICAN PROFILE-OPINIONS AND BEHAVIOR, 1972-1989 584
(1990)(listing results of National Opinion Research Center polls).
31. RON EYERmAN AND ANDREW JAMISON, SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: A COGNITIVE AP-
PROACH 57 (1991).
32. This is not to imply that all Christians or deeply religious persons then or now
express(ed) moral revulsion for lesbians and gays. See Kenneth A. Briggs, Miami
Homosexual Issue Dividing Clerics, N.Y. TIMES, May 31, 1977, at 14.
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and her beliefs, Bryant dedicated herself to opposing a series of gay
rights ordinances. Most notably, she opposed a Dade County, Florida
ordinance which prohibited discrimination against gays in housing and
in other contexts.
Scourge rhetoric is a straightforward rhetorical trope, requiring
only brief illustration. Bryant provided a particularly colorful sample:
"[w]hy does such an abomination to God as homosexuality exist? It's
Satan on the move."33 Bryant commonly deployed religious text 34 and
the language of immorality to deliver her message of disapprobation.
She also employed a variant of scourge rhetoric in her persistent focus
on the alleged impact of openly gay persons on school children. She
claimed gay people would molest or "recruit" school children into the
gay lifestyle. Bryant's organization was named "Save Our Chil-
dren,"35 and she asserted that the Dade County ordinance was dis-
crimination against children, arguing that gay teachers would
proselytize and sexually assault their students.36 If the rhetoric is
viewed as formal argument, it states that homosexuality is a moral
disease, and a contagious one at that.37 The rhetoric can also be
viewed as a generator of visceral affect. It pairs the rights claim repre-
sented in the ordinance with images of child molestation, jamming the
cognitive message of antidiscrimination with an image that induces
revulsion.
This rhetorical type posed manifold strategic problems for pro-gay
rhetors. Most significantly, the assertion that homosexuality is a
moral evil led discourse into an affirmational/scourge polarity, one
plainly inhospitable to the goals of pro-gay rhetors. This polar opposi-
tion arose because the claim that homosexuality is evil is most readily
negated by the affirmational claim that homosexuality is good. The
difficulty associated with making this claim, especially in 1977, made
scourge rhetoric tactically problematic. A majority of Americans dis-
agreed with the assertion that homosexuality is good: in 1977, 72% of
Americans viewed homosexuality as "always wrong," and 74% did in
1989.38 In addition to the problem of attitudinal barriers, scourge rhe-
33. Id.
34. See generally, ANITA BRYANT, THE ANITA BRYANT STORY (1977). Bryant reprints
the text of a letter to the Dade County Board of Commissioners in which she
urged them to reject the proposed gay rights ordinance, citing 1 Corinthians 6:8,
Leviticus 20:13, and other Biblical passages. Id. at 16-18.
35. See, e.g., B. Drummond Ayres, Jr., Miami Acts Tuesday on Homosexual Law,
N.Y. TIMES, June 5, 1977, at 22.
36. See B. Drummond Ayres, Jr., Miami Debate Over Rights of Homosexuals Directs
Wide Attention to a National Issue, N.Y. TIMES, May 10, 1977, at 18.
37. Cf. Anonymous Letter to the Editor, N.Y. TIMES, June 4, 1977, at 18 (using psychi-
atric scourge images to declare, "[o]ne might as well declare influenza to be an
alternate life style at the height of an epidemic ....
38. WOOD, supra note 30, at 583.
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tors typically use religious, particularly Biblical, motifs.3 9 Given that
the religious vocabulary of scourge rhetors resonates to the ears of
many Americans, it leaves pro-gay rhetors the difficult task of negat-
ing the moral claim using religious, especially Biblical materials. Reli-
gion is a key source of social knowledge, and in 1977, religious
acceptance of gayness was merely a glimmer in the eye of progressive
theologians.40 Gay rhetors lacked the necessary religious materials to
rebut scourge rhetors, and the dialogue came to an inevitable dead-
end. The scourge/affirmation polarity was beneficial to the position
espoused by Bryant and her allies, and the inevitable dead-end reveals
the danger that polar opposition poses to pro-gay rhetors.
Scourge rhetoric incorporating references to children presented a
troubling persuasion dilemma for lesbian and gay rhetors. First, refer-
ence to child molestation is a powerful visceral weapon in the funda-
mentalist arsenal. Second, it plays into traditional stereotypes of gays,
recalling old social knowledge of lesbian and gay persons to stymie the
attempt to create new knowledge. Third, the focus on the conse-
quences of gayness enabled anti-gay rhetors to move the discourse
from an argument about the need for a particular antidiscrimination
measure back to the affirmation/scourge opposition. It gave citizens a
rationale on which to premise their distaste for gays without directly
expressing distaste for the moral worth of lesbian and gay persons.41
Political tolerance research has demonstrated that Americans are
much more likely to support the civil liberties of any social group in
the abstract than they are when consequences are attached to the
granting of such liberties.42 Given a proposed consequence to the ex-
tension of civil rights, popular reluctance to extend the liberty highly
39. For an excellent example of standard, Biblically-grounded anti-gay arguments,
see ROGER J. MAGNUSON, ARE GAY RIGHTS RIGHT? 110-126 (1990)(chapter four,
Gay Rights and Religion, delineates the Biblical arguments, citing much of what
Bryant cited).
40. See Briggs, supra note 32, at 14 (mentioning John McNeill's book The Church and
the Homosexual, then just published and perceived as theologically novel for its
suggestion that homosexual relationships be judged by the same ethical standards
as heterosexual relationships).
41. See James H. Kuldinski et al., The Cognitive and Affective Bases of Political Tol-
erance Judgments, 35 AM. J. POL. ScI. 1, 17 (1991). Kuklinski argues that most
whites feel reluctant to express their true feelings for blacks, but that "Rl]etting
them off the hook by asking them to concentrate on consequences, however, en-
courages greater forthrightness." 1d. Likewise, those who are uncomfortable
condemning gays, but who nonetheless feel uneasy when facing them could sim-
ply oppose the ordinance's guarantee of rights on the basis of the alleged impact
of gay teachers, instead of on an absolute moral position. See also MICHAEL COR-
BErr, POLricAL TOLERANCE IN AMERICA 32 (1982) (agreeing that support for ab-
stract civil liberties declines sharply when consequences are attached to
supporting the liberty).
42. Kuklinski et al., supra note 41, at 3.
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corresponds to the negative valence placed on the group.43 The efforts
of gay rights foes to refocus the debate on historical fears about gays
thus made Americans reluctant to embrace gay claims.
Pro-gay rhetors played into the damaging affirmation/scourge op-
position at times by espousing the "good" claim instead of steering the
discourse toward the question of discrimination or other narrow polit-
ical question at issue in the referendum. In an op/ed piece in the New
York Times on the day of the referendum, Jean O'Leary and Bruce
Voeller of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force focused not on
the harms which necessitated antidiscrimination remedies but on af-
firmational rhetoric claiming moral goodness for their people.44
While they could have focused on the arbitrariness of firing a gay
teacher who would not "proselytize" or "recruit," they instead as-
serted, "it is immoral to pretend to children that they don't have a
variety of loving options in their own lives, or to force them to believe
that they are the only ones in the world to have loving or sexual feel-
ings for their own sex."45 This is absolutely the worst type of advocacy
a pro-gay rhetor could offer. It evokes images of child sexuality that
frighten the intended audience, and it attempts to win at the general
level of approval and public morality instead of on the narrowly fo-
cused issue of housing and employment discrimination. Thus, it flies
directly into the enormous head wind of the scourge/affirmation oppo-
sition. Stating that Bryant rightly places her argumentative emphasis
"[o]n children [a]nd on morality,"46 O'Leary and Voeller conceded the
argument by conceding the constructs and issues that framed it.
Given the enormous efforts of the scourge rhetors47 and the af-
firmational posture of many pro-gay rhetors, the discourse became po-
larized. As a result, the referendum, despite its narrow scope, was
widely read as a "test of whether homosexuality merits community
approval." 4s The voters of Dade County predictably voted the moral
judgment of the community and repealed the ordinance.49 Anita Bry-
ant's campaign had an interesting and quantifiable effect on American
attitudes toward lesbians and gays. While the percentage of Ameri-
cans labelling homosexuality always wrong held nearly constant
through the period of her campaign,5 0 there was a one-time dip in 1977
43. Id. at 14-17.
44. See Jean O'Leary & Bruce Voeller, Anita Bryant's Crusade, N.Y. TIMES, June 7,
1977, at 35.
45. Id.
46. Id.
47. Antigay Group's TV Spot Turned Tide of Florida," ADVERTISING AGE, June 13,
1977, at 2 (describing elements of the anti-gay media campaign).
48. Reprise, N.Y. TIMES, June 13, 1977, at 28.
49. Id.
50. WOOD, supra note 30, at 583-84. The numbers show a gradual increase over the
period from 1974 to 1988. The percentage of respondents labelling it "always
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in the percentage of Americans who were willing to allow gays to
teach in colleges.5 ' The constancy of disapprobation for gays but in-
crease in concern over gays as teachers strongly suggests that Bryant
won by tapping into existing anti-gay sentiment, a sentiment which
was experienced by some citizens as concern about particular conse-
quences of gay civil liberties.
With the conversation about lesbians and gays truly joined, success
would not be forthcoming for pro-gay rhetors until the development
of rhetorical types that would move into new, more favorable opposi-
tions. Such oppositions would give the gay community a fighting
chance in later discourses and would reconstruct the category com-
prised of lesbians and gays in the public psyche.
C. Gay-Bashing: The Emergence of Victimage Rhetoric
[The young men] entered The Ramble, a well-known gay cruising area, wield-
ing baseball bats, a hammer and a couch leg, to "get us some faggots ...."
[O]ne of the defendants, Kenneth Straw, 19, delivered ten or fifteen blows to
one man's head as the victim screamed and tried to escape. The beatings left
former Olympic skating star Dick Button with permanent loss of hearing in
one ear, while another victim suffers from recurring periods of blurred
vision.52
In the early to mid-1970's, gay rights rhetoric invoked images of
demonstrators declaring their existence and affirming their lifestyle
on one hand, and ominous images of children in jeopardy on the other.
As we have seen, these images fed into a dichotomy ultimately detri-
mental to the positions of pro-gay advocates. Yet as the post-Stone-
wall lesbian and gay community increased in visibility, coherence, and
political organization, a powerful new trope emerged: victimage rhet-
oric. Victimage rhetoric was embodied in gay-bashing, a new category
of knowledge to serve as the basis of public policy. The elevation of
the phenomenon of anti-gay violence to the status of a category of
knowledge powerfully illustrates what progressive sociologists mean
by the "social construction of knowledge."53 More importantly, it
wrong" was as follows: In 1974 and 1976, 70%, 72% in 1977, 73% in 1980, 1982, and
1984, 75% in 1985, 77% in 1988, and 74% in 1989. Id.
51. Id. at 574. While 54% of Americans surveyed would allow gays to teach in 1976,
and 57% in 1980 (the next time the question was asked), the 1977 figure was a
mere 51%. Id. The dip is all the more remarkable because the percentage of
respondents who would allow gays to teach in college rose steadily from 49% to
67% from 1973 to 1989. Id
52. News item cited in Doug Ireland, Open Season on Gays, NATION, September 15,
1979 at 207, 208-09.
53. This phrase refers to the position, popularized by Peter Berger and Thomas
Luckmann which asserts that knowledge and categories of knowledge have no
intrinsic meaning, but are instead "socially constructed." PETER L. BERGER &
THomAs LUCKmaNN, SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF REALITY 1 (1967). Although the
conceptual framework this school offers could seem rigid and schematic if uni-
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shows how one social group advanced discourse toward the validation
of its rights claim by creating new knowledge.
Public knowledge of attacks on gays had long existed,54 and it
served as the factual predicate to the construct 'gay-bashing.' Gay
liberationists began to amplify this knowledge in early complaints
about anti-gay violence.S5 In the wake of Stonewall, lesbian and gay
media and political organizations flourished and addressed the issue of
violence against lesbians and gays. Organizations such as Community
United Against Violence (CUAV), founded in San Francisco in 1979,
began to counsel and aid victims of anti-gay violence and to publicize
their cause.5 6 Anti-violence groups began to grow locally and nation-
ally,57 and leftist media outlets began to report gay-bashing stories,
particularly after Bryant's victory in Dade County.58 In March 1981,
Newsweek ran a piece entitled "The Growing Terror of 'Gay Bash-
ing'" which recited a gory litany of crimes against gay men, and the
concept of gay-bashing entered mainstream discourse.5 9
Ironically, the traditional journalistic and governmental neglect of
crimes against lesbians and gays may have heightened the urgency at-
tached to reports of anti-gay violence, making this image of victimage
even more powerful. Because the news media has a tendency to char-
acterize previously slighted phenomena as "new,"60 discussion of anti-
gay violence is apt to be framed in terms of its enormous recent in-
crease. This increase may be deceptive, since historically, gays have
been reluctant to report bias crimes. Thus, the enormous increases in
formly applied to explain all attempts at rights generation, it seems particularly
apt as a description of how pro-gay rhetors created the category "gay-bashing."
54. See How Gay is Gay, TIME, April 23, 1979, at 72 (arguing that before the advent of
the gay rights movement, one would assume that open displays of gayness would
have resulted in anti-gay violence, and that only now might citizens organize to
curtail such violence).
55. See, e.g., Letter from William T. Wood, TIME, Jan. 29, 1979, at 3 (symbolizing
"persecution" of gays by reference to "the stunned brain in a fractured skull").
56. See Peter Freiberg, In Depth: Community United Against Violence, THE ADVO-
CATE, October 28, 1986, at 10 (giving a profile of CUAV and its work).
57. Groups like CUAV sprang up in such diverse locales as Northhampton, Massa-
chusetts, Jackson, Mississippi, and Houston, Texas. Peter Frieberg, Antigay Vio-
lence-Is It On the Rise?, THE ADVOCATE, Dec. 22, 1983, at 37, 40. This piece also
describes the work of the National Gay Task Force to combat hate crimes against
gays. Id.
58. See Ireland, supra note 52, at 207.
59. Michael Reese, The Growing Terror of 'Gay Bashing, NEWSWEEK, Mar. 23, 1981,
at 30.
60. For a fascinating example of this phenomenon, see Jack Shafer, Flashback, NEW
REPUBLIC, Mar. 2, 1992, at 206 (describing how major news dalies describe the
frequency of LSD use among youths during the last thirteen years as "come-
backs" or "increases" in use, despite evidence that use among youths has re-
mained constant over the last fifteen years).
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anti-gay crimes may just be an increase in reporting of those crimes by
the victims.
As "gay-bashing," a phrase which both defines and criticizes anti-
gay violence, worked its way into the vocabulary of gay rights advo-
cates, political institutions were persuaded to gather information
about the "new" phenomenon. By 1982, the New York City Human
Rights Commission was compiling data on the number of complaints
of anti-gay violence.61 Remarkably, the Reagan Administration's Jus-
tice Department conducted a study in 1987 that concluded that gays
and lesbians are more commonly the victims of hate crimes than are
black, Hispanic, or Jewish persons.62 This evolving public conscious-
ness of gay-bashing culminated in Congressional passage of the Hate
Crimes Statistics Act,63 which requires the Justice Department to col-
lect and publish statistics on the number of crimes showing prejudice
based on race, religion, ethnicity, and sexual orientation.
Government creation of information about anti-gay violence enor-
mously aids pro-gay rhetors because of the acknowledged synergy be-
tween the media and the state in the subjects they address. As
political communication theorists have declared: "[n]ews prioritizes
the state and its agents."64 News operates in a public realm defined
and shaped by the state to the extent that the news is "a reproductive
discourse" which "represents social reality in forms and categories
generated by the state."65 State recognition of gay-bashing increases
media coverage, makes the phenomenon part of our collective defini-
tion of the public sphere, and provides the factual predicate for meas-
ures that might criminally and civilly punish hate crimes. Such
measures, of course, play into the state/media synergy in which social
phenomena become public issues through state action. 66 Remedial
laws would necessarily acknowledge the victimization of gays and in-
crease public awareness of anti-gay violence as a social ill.
The advent of viable victimage rhetoric also held deeper rhetorical
significance for pro-gay rhetors. Discourse cast in the affirmation/
scourge opposition inevitably leads to anti-gay victories. In contrast, a
focus on the issue of violence against lesbians and gays does not impli-
61. See John T. McQuiston, City Finds Rise in Complaints of Bias Against Homosex-
uals, N.Y. TIMEs, Mar. 8, 1986, at 7C.
62. NEWSDAY, July 25, 1988, at 52.
63. Hate Crime Statistics Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-275, 104 Stat. 140 (codified as
amended at 28 U.S.C. § 534 (Supp. III 1991)).
64. Graham Knight & Bruce Curtis, The Publicity of State Subjects, in POLITICAL
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 49, (David L. Paletz ed., 1987).
65. Id.
66. Jesse Helms (R.-North Carolina) underscored (perhaps unintentionally) the role
of the government in constructing reality and disparaged the HCSA with the as-
sertion: "[iun North Carolina we punish real crimes." Cicchino et al., supra note
29, at 554 n.31.
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cate moral concerns, because one need not approve of lesbians and
gays to favor shielding them from violent attacks. Thus, moral disap-
proval does not resolve the issue of violence conclusively, unless the
disapproval is accompanied by an affirmative wish to subject lesbians
and gays to abuse. The problem of gay-bashing, then, implicates a de-
bate about negative rights, or rights to be free from certain harms. In
a negative rights debate, pro-gay rhetors could assume a moderate po-
sition, asking for protections grounded in toleration, not approval. Ar-
guments for and against such protection would fall into a narrower
protect/no-protection-needed opposition. Such a debate would entail
more nuanced fact and policy arguments and would guide the dis-
course away from the issue of public disapproval of lesbians and gays.
This new opposition would be characterized by more political and so-
cial policy appeals, and less overt moralizing and normative rhetoric.
These new oppositions hold inherently greater promise for pro-gay
rhetors. Gay rights advocates have had trouble establishing the con-
cept of gay as good in the public consciousness; however, establishing
the notion that gays are victims in the public psyche is an attainable
goal. Casting lesbians and gays as victims of club-wielding homo-
haters67 creates problems for scourge rhetoric. It recasts hate not as
the defense of hapless children, but as the source of brutal, unpro-
voked assaults on individuals because of a particular characteristic of
their beings. "Gay-bashing" assimilates the history of lesbians and
gays with the story of other groups more commonly accepted as mi-
norities. The HCSA did as much by gathering data on crimes commit-
ted because of race, religion, and sexual orientation. Victimage is
arguably the archetypal image a minority wishes to present publicly,
and the spectacle of bloodied assault victims provides a fertile source
for such images. Further, government-created statistics and a press
corps eager to frame this novel issue as new and urgent strongly rein-
force the victimage message of pro-gay rhetors.
Of course, images of gay-bashing are but one type among numerous
imaginable victimage images. The sad face of a young woman fired
because she is a lesbian is another.68 Images of famous gays in history
whose genius or talents would have been scorned by society had their
67. Kirk and Madsen suggest that the term homophobe should be replaced by homo-
hater, except for the rare instances in which anti-gay persons demonstrate actual
fear of lesbians or gays. Since "homophobe" euphemizes the hate involved in
most antilesbian and gay acts, I adopt their term, which seems especially useful
when describing assailants who show precious little fear of their chosen targets.
KIRK & MADSEN, supra note 29, at xxiii.
68. I am describing an actual ad used by pro-gay rhetors in the 1978 campaign to
support a proposed gay rights ordinance in Eugene, Oregon. GAY RIGHTS
WRITER'S GROUP, supra note 10, at 44. The measure failed by the same two-thirds
margin which marked the Dade recall. Id at 74.
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homosexuality been widely known is yet another.69 The advent of the
gay-bashing construct was a step forward for pro-gay rhetors as they
learned to steer discourse toward negative rights and protection-based
tolerance arguments, and away from the volatile turf of moralism that
empowered late-'70's scourge rhetors such as Anita Bryant.
D. Bowers v. Hardwick as Rhetoric and Public Event
"Why don't ev'rybody leave ev'rybody else the hell alone."
-J. Durante7 0
In 1986, the Supreme Court ruled on a gay rights claim for the first
time.71 In a sharply divided five-to-four decision, the Court held that
Georgia did not violate the constitutional privacy rights of gays by en-
acting a law that criminalized private, consensual homosexual sod-
omy.72 The Court's opinion in Bowers v. Hardwick aptly illustrates
the types of rhetoric occupying the new space created by the gay rights
movement. The opinions of Justices White, Burger, Powell, and
Blackmun illustrate one moment in an evolving discourse and show
how the types of rhetoric examined above are deployed in a judicial
context. Close examination of the Justices' rhetoric in Bowers shows
competing constructions of lesbian and gay which undergird their
opinions. Bowers is a piece of important public rhetoric revealing the
Supreme Court's struggle with the question of whether to extend the
right to privacy to protect gay men and women from the impact of
sodomy laws. The majority's narrow decision against the gay privacy
claim, and the ambivalent reception it received from the American
polity, suggest how to frame gay rights issues to ensure that they move
the public.
White's majority opinion was the object of derision in mainstream
newspapers for unnecessary moralism and "going beyond the is-
sues."73 It actually rests on more than simple scourge rhetoric. Fun-
damental to White's opinion is his comparison of homosexual sodomy
69. This comes from the "Waging Peace" media campaign proposed by KIRK & MAD-
SEN, supra note 29, at 222, in which ads featured pictures of Walt Whitman, Alex-
ander the Great, and Leonardo DaVinci. The captions were thought-provoking:
under the picture of Walt Whitman: "[w]ould Walt Whitman be allowed to teach
English in Virginia;" under the picture of Alexander the Great: the U.S. army
wouldn't accept him as an enlistee; and under DaVinci: would probably be a
"criminal" in many American states. Id.
70. Cited in Charles Reinken, Durante Would Have Agreed The Supremes Fouled
Up, HOUSTON POST, July 3, 1986 at B2.
71. Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186 (1986).
72. Id.
73. The hostile editorial reaction to Bowers included such articles as States, Think
Again, HOUSTON POST, July 3, 1986, at B1; Crime in the Bedroom, N.Y. TIMES,
July 2,1986, at A30; PUBLIC MORALIZING, PRIVATE BEHAVIOR, CHICAGO TRIBUNE,
July 2, 1986, at 14; A FAR GREATER THREAT, L.A. TIMES, July 2, 1986, at II, 4.
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to "adultery, incest, and other sexual crimes." 74 White declines to cog-
nize gays as a social group: to him, they are more similar to adulterers
than to blacks. White is the rhetor who has not received or will not
acknowledge the message of group existence declared in the wake of
Stonewall. By refusing to recognize the group, White short-circuits
the debate. "Homosexual" to him is only that-which-engages-in-sod-
omy, and sodomy is regulable behavior. This conclusion becomes
problematic when one considers that gays form a self-defined social
group which engages in but is not entirely defined by the sexual con-
duct at issue in Bowers.
Justice White's rhetoric constructs gays as a set of individuals who
engage in proscribed conduct rather than as a social group. Addition-
ally, he undercuts their claim with scourge rhetoric which he incorpo-
rates by reference. Without using language of moral disapprobation,
White refers to the "ancient roots" of antisodomy laws and to the
"presumed belief of a majority of the electorate in Georgia that homo-
sexual sodomy is immoral and unacceptable." 75 He incorporates these
sources of moral disdain for homosexuality by stating "[t]he law... is
constantly based on notions of morality."7 6 Thus, White conveys an
attitude of moral disapproval without pronouncing the words of moral
condemnation. White's use of scourge by reference suggests that the
politics/morality distinction makes overt moralism unseemly. Though
morality may be deployed in legal discourse, it is best incorporated as
history, or as permissible legislative motive.
Warren Burger's vitriolic concurrence flouts the convention that
legal conclusions cannot rest on morality. In one long paragraph, Bur-
ger invokes the "ancient roots" of proscriptions against sodomy,
"Judeao-Christian moral and ethical standards," the codes of Theodo-
sius and Justinian, and commentary describing homosexuality as "the
infamous crime against nature," having "deeper malignity than rape,"
and "a crime not fit to be named."77 Epitomizing scourge rhetoric,
Burger closes, "[t]o hold that the act of homosexual sodomy is some-
how protected as a fundamental right would be to cast aside millennia
of moral teaching."78
The structure of the Chief Justice's moral argument suggests two
ways in which scourge rhetoric can be employed in judicial opinions:
as moralist invective or as the premise of a constitutional argument.
In a brief introductory paragraph, he asserts that this concurrence will
"underscore my view that in constitutional terms there is no such
74. Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186, 196 (1986).
75. Id. at 192, 196.
76. Id. at 196.
77. Id. at 196-97 (Burger, C.J., concurring).
78. Id. at 197.
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thing as a fundamental right to commit homosexual sodomy." 79 The
paragraph of argument notes the ancient roots of opposition to sod-
omy, cites almost exclusively theological sources, and notes that Geor-
gia's statute reflects the theologically-grounded English law position.
Thus, to grant the right would "cast aside millennia of moral teach-
ing."8 0 Burger appeals directly to morality as the reason for his deci-
sion, citing no constitutional provision, no federal law, and little
American or modem law. Strikingly, his brief concluding paragraph
reasserts that "nothing in the Constitution" precludes the Georgia
sodomy statute. Burger is either using his platform as Chief Justice to
deliver invective and is merely mouthing the forms of constitutional
argument, or he genuinely intends the moralism as a constitutional
argument, in which case his arguments are an instance of scourge-as-
natural law.
Justice Blackmun's strong dissent joins the conceptual argument
apparent in the White and Burger opinions. While Burger and White
cast homosexuality as a moral stain, Blackmun declines to respond on
the affirm/reject axis. Instead, Blackmun provides a paradigmatic ex-
ample of tolerance rhetoric, framed in terms of negative rights. Deny-
ing that the case presents a claim of an affirmative right to the conduct
at issue, Blackmun recasts the issue as "the right to be let alone."81
Blackmun also strikes repeatedly at the denial of groupness im-
plicitin White's construction of gays as sex offenders. Invoking the
line of cases prohibiting criminalization of a status,82 Blackmun as-
serts that homosexuality is not "simply a matter of deliberate personal
election," but is instead a condition or state of being.8 3 He invokes
Wisconsin v. Yoder 8 4 to compare the interests of lesbians and gays in
"controlling the nature of their intimate associations" with the set of
choices that characterize the Amish "way of life."8 5 This language ap-
proaches the depiction of gays as a people, a distinct social group; how-
ever, as a comparison, the statement remains oblique. Blackmun
finishes his construction of lesbians and gays as a social group and
political minority by citing cases which overturned racially discrimina-
tory practices.86
79. Id at 196.
80. Id.
81. Id at 199 (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
82. Id- at 202-03, n.2 (citing Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962)).
83. Id
84. 406 U.S. 205, 223-24 (1972)(holding that public interest in educating 12 year olds
was outweighed by competing interest of the Amish community to limit public
schooling to help preserve Amish way of life).
85. Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186, 206 (1986)(Blackmun, J., dissenting).
86. Id. at 210 (citing Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954)(holding uncon-
stitutional racial segregation in public education); Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1
(1967)(holding unconstitutional Virginia statute prohibiting interracial mar-
riage)). Blackmun found "the parallel between Loving and... [Bowers] almost
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Blackmun's position recognizes gays as a social minority and de-
ploys tolerance and negative rights rhetoric which shifts rights dis-
course from the affirmation/scourge opposition to a protect/no-new-
laws opposition. This opposition is cast in more political and less
moral terms, and it is characterized by greater commonality of prem-
ise among opponents. A third feature of Blackmun's rhetoric is its
contempt for moralism in judicial argument. He attempts to push the
discourse back to a more purely political opposition, and presumably
toward a dialogue more hospitable to tolerance rhetoric. Religion is
not enough, as Blackmun mockingly asserts: "before Georgia can
prosecute its citizens for making choices about the most intimate as-
pects of their lives, it must do more than assert that the choice they
have made is an 'abominable crime not fit to be named among Chris-
tians.' "87 Citing the Biblical justifications for prohibiting interracial
marriage, Blackmun implicitly suggests that moralist arguments can
be mounted in favor of propositions that will later seem morally im-
proper. Blackmun's argument robs morality of its intended conversa-
tion-stopping force. Blackmun then recites the politics/morality
distinction in the form of First Amendment establishment doctrine.
He argues that religious justifications, standing alone, are an improper
basis for governmental action, and that use of secular force is justified
insomuch as it has justification beyond "conformity to religious
doctrine."8 8
Justice Powell's concurrence constitutes the swing vote that gives
White his majority.8 9 Powell's intriguingly ambivalent concurrence
suggests the shape of the new rhetorical opposition that could replace
affirmation/scourge if pro-gay rhetors such as Blackmun shift the dis-
course from primarily moral to political conceptual turf. The prepon-
derance of Powell's opinion is devoted to an expression of his apparent
lack of support for antisodomy statutes. Although he asserts that the
Georgia statute90 at issue in Bowers might amount to cruel and unu-
sual punishment in violation of the Eighth Amendment because it car-
ries a maximum penalty of 20 years, he declines to reach that issue
because it was not explicitly raised below.91 Powell then cites the lack
of a trial, conviction, or sentence in Hardwick's case and a "history of
nonenforcement" of sodomy laws to show "the moribund character"
of the proscription. 92 Powell avoids the mootness doctrine, the ac-
cepted judicial formulation for the idea that there is no adjudicable
uncanny," in the theological justifications offered by the state in both cases. Id at
210 n.2.
87. I& at 199-200 (citation omitted).
88. I& at 211 (citations omitted).
89. Every vote in a five-person majority is a "swing vote" in a sense.
90. GA. CODE ANN. § 16-6-2 (1984).
91. Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186, 197-98 (1986)(Powell, J., concurring).
92. Id. at 198 n.2.
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case or controversy. He seems to agree that there is a justiciable dis-
pute as to the validity of the law, but he argues for the continued
worth of the statute on the very grounds that it is no longer applied.
This analytically perverse approach is necessary to reach the point at
which the restrictive law is implicitly condemned, but any further
move toward a rights claim is rejected. Justice Powell concludes with
a dip into the affirm/reject opposition, arguing: "I cannot say that con-
duct condemned for hundreds of years has now become a fundamental
right."93 This is more a refusal to affirm gays (by granting a right)
than an attempt to label them evil (as evidenced by his emphasis on
nonenforcement and potential cruelty in laws proscribing lesbian and
gay sex).
Justice Powell's opinion shows the emergence of a new opposition
as public gay rights discourse displaces the old affirm/reject opposi-
tion. Pro-gay rhetors assert group identity as a premise and claim mis-
treatment and the right to protection, or simply the right to be left
alone (both negative rights and tolerance claims). Anti-gay rhetors
who accept group identity or the claim of mistreatment are reduced to
asserting that the particular gain sought is not needed to protect rights
because the status quo is adequate. As Justice Powell's opinion illus-
trates, this argument seems truly bizarre. It is used to assert that gay
rights are adequately protected by a status quo law which reflects pub-
lic judgment of moral disapproval and imposes criminal penalties.
The protection consists of the nonenforcement of the penalties. The
argument is much stronger when it is used to support the absence of
protections for lesbians and gays. This opposition of tolerance/law-
not-needed rhetoric is a muddier opposition than the stark contrast of
the affirmational rhetoric of Gay Liberation with the Biblical imagery
of Anita Bryant. The tolerance/law-not-needed rhetoric actually ac-
commodates opposing positions which rest on shared premises of the
undesirability of discrimination or hate crimes. The resulting dis-
course is productive of some consensus in the ongoing public construc-
tion of lesbians and gays. This new opposition is also more likely to
use the language of politics which is often distrustful of overt
moralism.
Bowers was an opportunity for the Supreme Court to rule on a les-
bian and gay rights-claim, and it was also a major public event. News-
papers across the nation ran the story on page one.94 In an unusual
and dramatic move, Justice Blackmun read his stinging dissent from
93. Id
94. See, e.g., Linda Greenhouse, High Cour4 5-4, Says States Have the Right to Outlaw
Private Homosexual Acts, N.Y. TIMEs, July 1, 1986, at Al; High Court's Sodomy
Ruling Assailed, Hailed, HOUSTON POST, July 1, 1986, at Al.
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the bench, giving coverage of the story a theatrical air.95 The results
of a Gallup poll conducted shortly after Bowers showed that 73% of
those surveyed were familiar with the decision,9 6 a statistic which
reveals that the case was an unusual moment in which the gay rights
dialogue had deeply touched the public consciousness. Results of post-
Bowers polls exploring public attitudes suggested that we are a nation
of Lewis Powells, uncomfortable with lesbians and gays and unlikely
to approve of them, yet almost equally uncomfortable with letting the
state regulate their sex practices. While Americans declared homo-
sexuality an unacceptable lifestyle by a 61-32% margin, they disap-
proved of Bowers by a 47-41% margin and declared that states should
not have the right to regulate the private sex practices of consenting
gays and lesbians by a whopping 57-34% margin. 97 The statistics ar-
guably revealed a cognizance of gays as a social group and suggested
some degree of success in the reconstruction of the popular notion of
lesbian and gay. Disapproval of the lifestyle mixed with aversion to
sodomy laws suggests that the nation is willing to tolerate but not ap-
prove. This is the rhetorical window that began to open in 1986: laws
directed toward the gay community could be accepted if necessary to
prevent harm to gays, while laws ratifying their lifestyle would likely
fail. On this discursive terrain, pro-gay rhetors set forth, targeting
countless Lewis Powells.
E. The California Gay Rights Discourse of 1991
This article has thus far delineated types of gay rights rhetoric: vis-
ibility-affirmational, scourge and victimage rhetoric. Bowers provided
an example of these types of rhetoric deployed in the judicial context.
The opinions and the public ambivalence after Bowers suggested an
opening for pro-gay rhetors. While Justice Blackmun narrowly failed
to move Powell to embrace the rights claim in Bowers, pro-gay rhetors
continued their struggle in cities such as St. Paul, and states like Cali-
fornia, Hawaii9s, and Massachusetts. 99
California was the site of a highly energized public discussion about
gay rights in 1991. It centered around Assembly Bill 101 (AB 101), a
measure designed to protect lesbians and gays from housing and em-
95. See Philip Hager, Ruling Upholds Ban on Homosexual Conduct, L.A. TIMEs, July
1, 1986, at I1.
96. A Newsweek Polk Sex Laws, NEWSWEEK, July 14, 1986, at 38.
97. Id.
98. Hawaii passed a law prohibiting sexual orientation discrimination in employ-
ment. Gay Community News, Apr. 2, 1991, at 2, cited in Cicchino, et al., supra
note 29, at 549 n.5.
99. For a painstakingly thorough account of the history of the Massachusetts gay civil
rights bill, see Cicchino et al., supra note 29.
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ployment discrimination.10 0 After newly elected Governor Pete Wil-
son expressed a willingness to sign such a bill during the gubernatorial
race, he vetoed AB 101, sparking a political furor that has not yet sub-
sided.101 Beyond AB 101, Californians engaged in a dialogue about gay
rights in discussions about municipal ordinances, and in public contro-
versies on college campuses. California provides a laboratory in which
to examine the clash of rhetorical types in contemporary discourse.
Additionally, it provides a view of what rights-discourse looks like in a
polity that accepts basic elements of the rights claim. Finally, Califor-
nia provides a template for suggestions about how gay rhetors should
argue to move discourse to more fertile ground for rights claims. The
California discourse reveals how scourge and affirmation rhetoric and
symbol are deployed and how the scourge/affirmation opposition has
largely given way to more nuanced oppositions of tolerance/no-need-
to-legislate rhetoric102 In consonance with this transformation,
Californians favored protection for gays by a 62-29 margin.1 03 Thus,
California exemplifies a shifted, post-scourge discourse in which disap-
proval coexists with tolerance in the polity.
1. Groupness: A Foundational Construct
The gay rights conversation that began at Stonewall was concerned
largely with declaring the existence of gays and lesbians as a social
group. Although two decades have passed and gays have taken their
rights claims to the Supreme Court, state legislatures, and the Ameri-
can public through the media, the threshold question, "are gays and
lesbians a social group?" is far from resolved. Groupness offers a dual
window on gay rights discourse. As a definitional tool, groupness
100. See Anti-Bias Bill for Gays Advances in Assembly, SACRAMENTO BEE, Mar. 14,
1991, at A3.
101. Wilson was followed by pro-gay protesters for months. See, e.g., George Skelton,
Wilson Emerges From First Year Battered But Feisty, L.A. TimEs, Nov. 23, 1991,
at Al, A29. His controversial veto is widely credited with being one of the sources
of Wilson's unpopularity during his first year. id. The controversy may continue
through 1992 as a bill similar to AB 101 has been reintroduced in the California
Assembly. Jerry Gillam, Bid Revived to Ban Job Bias Against Gays, L.A. TmES,
Feb. 12, 1992, at A3.
102. The arguments against legislating here, notably, fall within none of the three
categories of reactionary rhetoric identified in ALBERT HIRSCHMAN, THE RHETO-
RIC OF REAcTION: PERVERSITY, FUTILITY, JEOPARDY (1991)(identifying the per-
versity thesis (change intended to further a social good will have the unintended
consequence of hindering that good-i.e. welfare keeps the poor poor), the futility
thesis (reforms will have no effect on the problem they aim to reduce), and the
jeopardy thesis (reforms may solve the problem but will undermine other, more
consequential social goods)). The arguments against legislating in California fit a
fourth rhetorical type. This type grants the importance of the problem but denies
that any legislation is needed to attack the problem, because the status quo will
solve the problem.
103. Move Timed to Beat Release of Poll Today, S.F. CHRON., Sept. 30, 1991, at Al.
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shows contrasting views about gays that operate as subtext in the gay
rights dialogue and strongly condition the outcome of each side's argu-
ment. As a goal to be attained, groupness is that which is embraced by
the affirrnational rhetoric of pro-gay rhetors while anti-gay rhetors
deny that gays are a social group to block the expansion of lesbian and
gay claims at the level of premise.
Pro-gay rhetoric often assumes that the visibility rhetors' message
of gay existence and collective self-definition has reached the polity,
and that the polity recognizes gays/lesbians as a group. In a letter to
the Los Angeles Times, one pro-gay rhetor argued: "[a]ll other minor-
ity groups have been provided for by law, why not homosexual per-
sons?"104 When a San Diego community affairs program selected
panelists for a show entitled "Being Gay in the '90's," and included the
anti-gay crusader, Rev. Louis Sheldon, ACT-UP member Ben Schultz
noted, "[t]hey wouldn't have [brought in an extreme point of view] if
the program included a Jewish, black, or Chicano issue." 05 Schultz'
objection shows the fundamental nature of groupness to gay rights
claims and the degree to which gays and lesbians have failed to fully
attain groupness in the popular imagination.
The offending panelist, Rev. Sheldon, epitomizes anti-gay rhetors
who deny that lesbians and gays are a social group. Sheldon character-
izes gayness as a choice, not a state of being, and as a disease, not a
benign or positive aspect of personhood: "an immoral but chosen and
curable illness."106 To Sheldon, as to Justice Byron White, gays and
lesbians are those-who-commit-sodomy. The disease metaphor, like
the criminal metaphor, takes the lesbian or gay person outside the
realm of a social group, and beyond the pale of societal protection.
The most direct denial of groupness in rhetoric opposing AB 101 came
from the California Republican Central Committee when it urged
Wilson to veto the bill it called an "insult to legitimate minorities."107
The reference to "legitimate" minority groups suggests the funda-
mentality of groupness as a conceptual device to conservatives. Addi-
tionally, it reveals their appreciation of the strategic need to keep
104. Kathleen V. Horst, It's Time for Equality, L.A. TIMES (Orange County Edition),
Oct. 15, 1991, at B8.
105. Kevin Brass, Gay Activists Upset Over Panel of 'Third Thursday', L.A. TIMES
(San Diego County Edition), October 14, 1991, at F2 (quoting ACT-UP member
Ben Schultz).
106. Id.
107. George Skelton, Gay Rights Bill Veto Narrowly Opposed in State, L.A. TIMES,
Oct. 6, 1991, at Al, A36. Pressure from the right wing of the California Republi-
can Party is widely credited with leading Wilson to veto AB 101. Id. Yet in this
very liberal state, even a majority of Republicans favored AB 101 prior to passage.
See Sandy Harrison & Carmen Ramos Chandler, Wilson Says He Will Veto Gay-
Rights Bill, DAILY NEWS OF L.A., Sep. 30, 1991, at N1 (discussing the results of
The California Poll which showed that California Republicans favored AB 101 by
a 53-36 percent margin).
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lesbians and gays from assimilating their story to the minority group
archetype.
The fundamentality of groupness in gay rights discourse is evident
in the fact that each side's rhetoric and public action attempts, con-
sciously or unconsciously, to move the public to share the rhetor's
view that lesbians and gays are/are not a group. The visibility and
affirmational rhetoric of pro-gay rhetors 08 supported the premise
that lesbians and gays are a group. One symbolic affirmation of gay
existence as a social group was the Los Angeles Police Department's
temporary decision to allow openly gay and lesbian officers to recruit
other gay persons while wearing their L.A.P.D. badges.109 Though Po-
lice Chief Daryl Gates later withdrew L.A.P.D. authorization for the
recruitment of lesbian and gay officers,Z10 the practice was widely re-
ported in the press and hailed as a victory for gay and lesbian rights.
The fact that a widely respected branch of municipal government"1i
was seeking gays as a group in a widely reported move was an unmis-
takable recognition of gay and lesbian groupness. It could even be con-
strued as affirmation of lesbians and gays themselves.
Other public events served to affirm gays as a community and to
assimilate them to the minority group archetype. October 11, 1991,
was National Coming Out Day, a day for the politics of visibility. Octo-
ber 11 saw veteran actor Dick Sargent for the first time publicly de-
clare himself gay.112 The "coming out" of Sargent and others made
the day even more of a media occasion than it would have been other-
wise. National Coming Out Day was an extensively reported collec-
tive affirmation of lesbian and gay identity communicated to the
American people."13 In a widely publicized move in the midst of the
debate over AB 101, a prominent California business changed its an-
tidiscrimination policies to bar workplace discrimination against lesbi-
ans or gays in all shops operating on its properties.1 4 Thus, a diverse
108. Visibility and affirmational rhetoric remain closely linked, as they were during
the early Gay Lib years.
109. Lisa Pope, Gay Offwcers to RecruitForLAPD, DAILY NEws OF L.A., June 19,1991,
at N1.
110. Lisa Pope & John Rofe, Gates Will Not Let Gay Officers Recruit at Fair While in
Uniform, DAILY NEws OF L.A., Aug. 7, 1991, at N1.
111. Americans value and respect law enforcement agencies more than most public
institutions. But see Seth Mydans, Los Angeles Policemen Acquitted in Taped
Beating, N.Y. TIMEs, Apr. 30, 1992, at Al, D22 (describing widespread perception
that Los Angeles police department is racist in wake of assault acquittal of of-
ficers videotaped clubbing motorist Rodney King).
112. Sandy Harrison & Peter Larsen, Horton Declares He Is Homosexual, DAILY NEWS
OF L.A., Oct. 12, 1991, at N4.
113. Both major news dailies carried stories on National Coming Out Day, as did the
state's other major dailies. See id.; Scott Harris & Dan Morain, Thousands of Gay
Activists Converge on State Capitol, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 12, 1991, at Al.
114. Orange County Perspective: The Best Answer is Legislation, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 24,
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array of persons and institutions affirmed lesbians and gays as a social
group. In so doing, they implicitly urged society to recognize them as a
social group and acknowledged that such recognition was a necessary
predicate to legal protections.
Anti-gay rhetors, by contrast, express the belief that lesbians and
gays are people who should not be recognized by society as a group.
When the California Republican Central Committee called AB 101 an
"insult to legitimate minorities," it urged Wilson and the general pub-
lic to adopt the same view.115 Daryl Gates' decision to bar recruitment
aimed at gay officers arguably signified a separation of the category
"gay" from the archetype "minority group." The L.A.P.D. openly re-
cruits members of other more accepted "minority groups." 116 Rever-
end Louis Sheldon's rhetoric of criminality and illness likewise
impresses on the public the position that lesbians and gays are a prob-
lem to be addressed, not a self-defined social group deserving protec-
tion. The anti-gay position that lesbians and gays are not a group plays
a more central role in attacks on gay rights than affirmation of group
status plays in pro-gay rhetoric. While pro-gay rhetors accept the
proposition that lesbians and gays are a group and advocate particular
remedies for that class, anti-gay rhetors, who genuinely contest group-
ness, explicitly rebut the implicit premise of minority group status in
pro-gay advocacy.
2. Arguments For AB 101
Representative Terry Friedman (D.-Los Angeles) introduced AB
101 in December of 1990.117 AB 101 would have added "sexual orienta-
tion" to the list of categories including "race, sex, religion, national
origin, physical handicaps, and marital status" protected from discrim-
ination under the California Fair Employment and Housing Act."11 8
After consultation with leaders in the California business community,
Friedman removed AB 101's only provision which would have directly
affirmed gay relationships by forcing employers to provide domestic-
1991, at B10. The California business (C.J. Segerstrom & Sons) sought to defuse
an internal Segerstrom memo, leaked to the press by gay activists, which asserted
how the business could legally discriminate in hiring and promotion on the basis
of sexual orientation. 1d.
115. Skelton, supra note 107.
116. Pope & Rofe, supra note 110. The symbolic message of the decision was diluted
by Gates' declaration that discrimination against gays in hiring would not be tol-
erated, but that gays would not be sought out on basis of group membership. The
antidiscrimination principle, of course, is another facet of groupness, since only a
socially cognized "minority group" gets access to the antidiscrimination norm.
Thus, Gates' message was a weak symbol of anti-gay sentiment.
117. Measure Introduced to Provide Basic Health Insurance Plan, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 6,
1990, at 36.
118. Political Veto, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 1, 1991, at B6.
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partnership benefits.119
Public argument for AB 101 coupled victimage rhetoric with ap-
peals to the antidiscrimination principle. Supporters appealed to vic-
timage by describing the pervasiveness of gay discrimination. A letter
to the San Francisco Chronicle typified this claim, urging passage of
the bill in recognition of "centuries of persecution, fear, harassment,
discrimination, and violence."120 Supporters adduced examples of per-
sons fired or harassed to the point of quitting their jobs because of
their sexual orientation. 12 ' AB 101 advocates buttressed these empiri-
cal claims about mistreatment of gays with appeals to accepted antidis-
crimination norms. Urging passage of the bill, one editorialist
asserted, "[s]urely, every person residing in California deserves [an]
equal chance to find a job and have a home. It's as basic-and as truly
important-as that."122 Another pro-gay rhetor described AB 101 as
"a bill to promote civil rights and end unjust discrimination" and as-
serted that sexual orientation discrimination abridges "freedom to
'life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,' which all citizens deserve
."123
The character of the pro-AB 101 arguments illustrate one shift in
gay rights discourse that had taken place between the early-mid 1970's
and 1991. The California arguments for gay rights appeal to victimage
and make empirical claims, while the visibility rhetoric of the early
'70's sought to publicly establish gay identity and the normative ("gay
is good") claims of affirmational rhetors. Pro-gay rhetoric moved
from the moral to the political, and as it moved, it used empirical
claims of harm to narrowly focus the rights-claim. This enabled the
polity to alleviate victimization and prevent discrimination with nar-
rowly-tailored remedies which did not endorse homosexuality. The
shifted discourse was political, not moral, and it used victimage images
to convey the need for negative rights, or freedoms from particular
harms.
If gay rights rhetoric is moving from an affirm/reject opposition to
a tolerate/no-law-needed opposition, the public ambivalence to pro-
gay rhetors is one indication that the discourse is still in a transitional
119. Id
120. Sharon Saslafsky, A Long Road, S.F. CHRON., July 12, 1991, at A22. See also Leo-
nard A. Simpson, Wilson Should Sign AB 101, S.F. CHRON., Sept. 20, 1991, at A24
(asserting pervasiveness of anti-gay discrimination in medicine and dentistry,
"professions that many consider enlightened").
121. Jon Matthews, Anti-Bias Billfor Gays Advances in Assembly, SACRAMENTO BEE,
Mar. 14, 1991, at A3. AB 101 supporters arranged for former L.A.P.D. officer
Mitch Grobeson to testify to the Labor and Employment Committee of the Cali-
fornia Assembly that he had harassed on the job and forced to resign from the
L.A.P.D. over his sexual orientation. Id.
122. Gay Rights Bill, S.F. CHRON., July 11, 1991, at A22.
123. Paul Swift, Gay Rights, SACRAMENTO BEE, Mar. 5, 1991, at B7.
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state. One of the most striking features of argument favoring AB 101
was the small number of public statements made by political allies on
the bill's behalf. In apparent recognition of the latent power of anti-
gay sentiment in the public imagination, political figures who voted
for AB 101 produced very little rhetoric on the bill's behalf. While the
Sacramento Bee, Los Angeles Times, and San Francisco Chronicle as-
siduously covered the bill's progress, the vast majority of articles men-
tioning AB 101 quoted the forcefully delivered arguments of
Republican and fundamentalist opponents, with little, if any, reply.1 2 4
The reluctance of AB 101 supporters to vocalize their support was ob-
vious when the House Ways and Means Committee silently favored
the bill 12-8 with no debate, and the pro-101 committee chair answered
the conservative vice-chair's call for discussion by initiating the roll
call vote. 125
3. Arguments Against AB 101
The arguments against AB 101 were of two types: traditional
scourge rhetoric like that from Anita Bryant and arguments which
granted the validity of some pro-gay premises but held that this partic-
ular law was not needed. This section will briefly treat scourge and its
place in the dialogue, and it will then address the emerging form of
moderate, politically-couched rhetoric against pro-gay measures.
Scourge was among the types of rhetoric in the 1991 gay rights conver-
sation, just as it had been in the preceeding twenty-year period. Cali-
fornia's leading scourge rhetor was the Rev. Louis Sheldon, head of
the Anaheim-based Coalition for Traditional Values.12s Sheldon de-
picted lesbians and gays as sick, 27 likened their sexual practices to
bestiality,128 and invoked the myth of homosexual recruitment of
youths in the style of Anita Bryant.129 Fundamentalist Sheldon was
124. Editorial bias cannot explain this imbalance, as press coverage analyzed in this
paper ranges from even-handed to pro AB.01. This imbalance is all the more
striking in light of polls showing that the majority of Californians favored the
bill. See Harrison & Chandler, supra note 107.
125. See Greg Lucas, Assembly Panel OKs Measure Banning Bias Against Gays; Floor
Vote Could Be Held This Week, S.F. CHRON., June 26, 1991, at All. As this article
attests, the House Ways and Means Committee favored the bill 12-8, with no de-
bate. 1. "Democrats appeared eager to avoid any testimony ... ." Id.
126. Rev. Sheldon has a long history of anti-gay political activity, including leadership
of three successful drives to repeal local gay rights initiatives. See Richard Bern-
stein, NEA Opponents See Only Blasphemy, DAILY NEws oF L.A., June 6, 1990, at
L18.
127. See Brass, supra note 105.
128. Matthews, supra note 121.
129. Catherine Gewertz, Activists Pile Their Arguments, L.A. TIMES, June 13, 1991, at
B2. Sheldon recalled the recruitment myth by asserting that AB 101 would lead
to the teaching of homosexuality in public schools, and mockingly asked,
"[w]hat's next on their agenda, pedophilia?" Id.
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not the only public figure to employ the rhetoric of condemnation. In
its message asking Wilson to veto the bill, the California Republican
Central Committee damned AB 101 as "anti-family." 3 0 Just before
the Assembly voted on the bill, opponent David Knowles (R.-Sacra-
mento) launched into a lengthy and explicit description of what he
asserted were the sexual practices of some gay men, in an attempt to
illustrate his claim that homosexuality is "shocking" and "horribly
offensive."13 1
Reactions to this description by other opponents of AB 101 re-
vealed that scourge rhetors were outside the mainstream of the dia-
logue over the bill. When Knowles began his tirade on the Assembly
floor, conservative Assemblyman Tom McClintock (R.-Thousand
Oaks) interrupted: "[i]t is a monumental embarrassment for us [sic]
who intend to vote against this bill that we appear to be on the same
side as this speaker." 3 2 McClintock was not the only opponent of AB
101 to disavow scourge rhetoric. In his veto message, Governor Wilson
denounced "the abhorrent excesses" of a "tiny minority of mean-spir-
ited, gay-bashing bigots" who fought the measure.1 33 The new form of
"cool" political rhetoric opposing pro-gay legislation strove to identify
itself as rational and empirical. The statements by scourge rhetors
confirm that scourge rhetoric was marginalized in the California dis-
course. Knowles began his recitation of sex practices with the stated
expectation that his anti-gay harangue would provoke a charge of big-
otry. 3 4 Sheldon recognized the ascent of political rhetoric in gay
rights dialogue by adapting his religious condemnations to the form of
public policy arguments. 3 5
130. Skelton, supra note 107.
131. Ilana DeBare, Despite Graphic Plea, Assembly OKs Gay Rights Bill, SACRAMENTO
BEE, Sept. 14, 1991, at A5. The recitation was so explicit that no newspaper pub-
lished any portion of it; hence, the lack of description here.
132. Id. Notably, McClintock is a very conservative member of the Assembly, con-
servative enough to disparage the Republican governor's budget deal: "[t]he gov-
ernor's position is the fetal position-just make it go away." Skelton, supra note
99, at A28. (Wilson compromised with Assembly Democrats and raised state
taxes over the objections of the Republican right).
133. Skelton, supra note 101. Ironically, though Wilson's message did not mention
him personally, the Rev. Sheldon demanded an apology, prompting Wilson to re-
mark, "I thought it was interesting that some people sort of rose to the bait and
self-identified." Id at AL.
134. Knowles began his remarks by stating, "[i]t is very trendy for people to call peo-
ple like me, who oppose a bill like AB 101, a bigot." DeBare, supra note 131 at
A5.
135. Sheldon argued, for example, that AB 101 would enable gay persons to embroil
churches in frivolous antidiscrimination litigation as a method of draining the
coffers of their foes. Duke Helfand, Activists Hoping Gay Parade Will Rally
Public Support for Rights Bill, L.A. TIMEs, June 20, 1991, at J5. In this bizarre
and counterfactual argument (religious organizations are exempted from the an-
tidiscrimination provisions of the California Fair Housing and Employment Act,
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The marginalizing of scourge characterized the new rhetorical op-
position, as did the content of the arguments against AB 101. The new
arguments were opposed to the pro-gay enactment-in this case, AB
101-but did not contain anti-gay rhetoric. The new rhetoric granted
the either the fundamental premise of groupness, or the empirical
claim that lesbians and gays are victims of mistreatment, or both,
claiming merely that the law was unnecessary, went too far, or was
disadvantageous in a utilitarian sense.
Senator Phil Seymour (R.-Cal.), a close political ally of Wilson,1 36
opposed AB 101 on the grounds that existing California antidis-
crimination laws protected lesbians and gays, rendering the legislation
unnecessary. 37 As Seymour announced his position on the bill: "I
share the revulsion and the outrage of the vast majority of Californi-
ans when I see instances of violent hate crimes and gay-bashing," and
he added, "[t]hat cannot and should not be tolerated."3s By acknowl-
edging the need for some protection against discrimination, Seymour
granted the foundational premise that lesbians and gays are a social
minority group and even embraced images of gays as victims. In these
respects, his position is worlds away from that of Louis Sheldon and
Anita Bryant. The politically moderate Seymour tried to carve a space
in the center of public opinion en route to re-election. His nod toward
gay victimage and groupness suggests that some concept of gays as a
group entitled to some minimal level of protection (from violence, dis-
crimination, or other mistreatment) is embedded in the psyche of
Californians.
Governor Pete Wilson's veto message likewise suggests the vitality
of gay groupness and victimage in California's political psyche. Wilson
acknowledged the victimage claim by stating, "there is no question
that bigots exist and engage in abhorrent, utterly repugnant gay-bash-
ing.. ." but argued that the litigation generated by an expansion of
the class of persons protected under California law outweighed the
which AB 101 was to amend), Sheldon adopted a public policy argument based on
increased litigation costs to entities forced to litigate antidiscrimination claim. Id.
He assimilated it to the scourge script of gays as implacable foes of churches and
the moral good they represent.
136. Seymour was picked by Wilson to complete the remainder of Wilson's term when
Wilson resigned in 1990 to become Governor of California. See Jerry Roberts &
Susan Yoachum, Wilson Veto of Gay Bill Denounced by Both Sides, S.F. CHRON.,
Oct. 1, 1991, at Al. Seymour was defeated handily in his re-election bid by Sen.
Dianne Feinstein (D. Cal.). See John Jacobs, Feinstein v. ??? in 1994, SACRA-
MENTO BEE, May 30, 1993, at F4.
137. This argument parallels the familiar contention that the Equal Rights Amend-
ment was unnecessary because the equal protection clause and the body of fed-
eral and state antidiscrimination law already protected women from
discrimination.
138. Cathleen Decker, Seymour Opposes State Gay Rights Bill, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 29,
1991, at A3.
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benefits that AB 101 would generate.13 9 This bad-for-business argu-
ment, like Seymour's argument, is couched in political language and
rests on disputable factual assertions which can be resolved without
debate about the moral worth of homosexuality. If premises hold con-
stant, pro-gay rhetors could (theoretically) win one of these argu-
ments, though the current popular argument about the rightness or
wrongness of homosexuality is unwinnable.
Another pragmatic argument against AB 101 is that it goes too far
by conferring a unique advantage on lesbians and gays.14 0 A spokes-
man for the Los Angeles-based Manufacturers and Merchants Associ-
ation made this argument, recalling President Bush's claim about the
Civil Rights Act of 1990: "it could lead to a quota for hiring."141 The
argument does not explicitly embrace pro-gay premises, as Seymour's
and Wilson's did; however, in denying that this bill is an appropriate
protection for a minority, it implies that some bill would be an appro-
priate remedy for the social ill of discrimination aimed at the group.
The "special rights" argument was brought perilously close to its
logical conclusion by one California writer, who opined, "how can
Friedman expect Wilson to sign a bill that would give gay men and
lesbians civil and constitutional rights above those already granted to
every California citizen? Isn't this reverse discrimination?" 42 One
wonders if the writer considers the already protected racial, religious,
and ethnic groups to be uniquely privileged. The writer may have mis-
construed antidiscrimination law as a primary affirmative tool, instead
of construing it as a reparative tool which protects against mistreat-
ment along a negative rights model. Yet the writer's rhetoric, putting
aside the aforementioned fallacy, clearly conceives of equal protection
for gays and lesbians as the desirable state. The reader should imme-
diately rejoin that rhetoric which acknowledges the ideal of equality
but misconstrues actual equality as a privilege. It treats actual subor-
dination as equality and is no better than scourge rhetoric. Such rhet-
oric altogether misses the point of this paper. In a shifted discourse in
which equality is the focus, anti-gay rhetors are forced to use con-
structs (equality) and empirical claims that do not have anti-gay im-
pact. Although the rhetors are inflexibly anti-gay, their message no
longer is, and it is vulnerable to refutation and failure on its own
terms. The anti-gay message is more deeply submerged in the rhetoric
139. George Skelton & Jerry Gillam, Governor Vetoes Gay Job Bias Bill, L.A. TIMES,
Sept. 30, 1991, at Al (emphasis added).
140. This claim tracks the argument of affirmative action opponents that protection
against racial discrimination is a form of privilege (which implicitly asserts that
antidiscrimination is reverse discrimination).
141. Bradley Inman, Look for Bold Proposals on How to Manage Growth in Califor-
nia, L.A. TIiEs, Sept. 29, 1991, at D2.
142. V.S. Grace, Toleration, SACRAMENTO BEE, May 4, 1991, at B7.
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when it is expressed as a political and not a moral argument, and it
becomes garbled in transmission.
4. Aftermath of the Veto: Victimage Redux
Governor Wilson's veto message which mouthed so many of the
key premises of gay rights rhetoric, evokes the question: with friends
like Wilson, what need does the gay community have for enemies?
During the gubernatorial campaign, Wilson publicly stated that he
would probably sign a bill barring job discrimination against lesbians
and gays, and expectations in the lesbian and gay community ran
high.143 When Wilson announced his veto, feelings of anger and be-
trayal fueled two weeks of daily demonstrations in Sacramento.44
As gay protests kept the gay rights issue alive in the California me-
dia, several strands of pro-gay rhetoric converged to produce a power-
ful message of victimage. Demonstrators expressed feelings of
displeasure and betrayal caused by Wilson's earlier courting of the gay
vote. An acerbic letter to the San Francisco Chronicle summarized
the feeling of manipulation which pervaded the demonstrators' state-
ments and placards: "[t]hank you governor for deceiving me into vot-
ing for you. I will now return to the Democratic Party." 45
Californians widely believed Assemblyman Friedman's assertion that
lesbians and gays had been sold out to secure Wilson's right wing. 46
A second source of victim imagery was the claim of police brutality at
post-veto protests made by anti-Wilson demonstrators. Protesters' al-
legations of police brutality in the month following the veto were pub-
licly aired, prompting Chief Gates to launch an internal investigation
to rebut the charges. The spectacle of injured protesters moved into
the media spotlight, and they brought reports of increased violence
and threats against lesbians and gays, and renewed claims of anti-gay
job discrimination.47
The protesters' message was twofold. On one level, lesbians and
gays used what I have termed visibility rhetoric, a public showing of
143. Skelton, supra note 101.
144. Scott Harris, Gay Militancy-the Last Great Civil Rights Move?, L.A. TIMEs, Oct.
11, 1991, at Al.
145. Michael Rieh, Deceived, S.F. CHRON., Oct. 4, 1991, at A22.
146. Friedman called the veto "a cowardly cave-in to the right-wing extremists and
hate groups." Skelton & Gillam, supra note 139, at A18. By a substantial major-
ity, Californians refused to believe Wilson's assertion that his veto was motivated
by a genuine conviction that the measure was unwarranted and instead believed
that partisan politics moved him. Skelton, supra note 101.
147. See, e.g., Rick Orlov, City Renews Commitment to Sex-Bias Ban, Daily News of
L.A., Oct. 30, 1991, at N7 (describing housing and employment discrimination
against gays); Horst, supra note 104 (expressing outrage that sexual orientation is
still legally permissible criterion for employment decisions); Dana Parsons, State
Bill Protecting Gays Will Gauge Traditional Values, L.A, TIMES, Sept. 1, 1991, at
B1.
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the group's existence, to send a message of group disgust for Wilson's
veto. On a deeper level, protesters mobilized victimage rhetoric to ex-
press the group's need for negative rights like those bestowed by AB
101: protections against discrimination and freedom from brutality, vi-
olence, and prejudice. Communication at the level of visibility rheto-
ric was loud and constant, but elements of the protests were
problematic. The presentation of lesbians and gays as victims gener-
ated an unintended, competing victim image: that of a governor pre-
vented from exercising his freedoms of movement and public speech.
While the idea of Wilson as a victim may sound bizarre, there is
evidence that Wilson consciously cast himself as the victim of protests
in an attempt to blunt public criticism of his veto. Images of the gov-
ernor pelted with eggs, 148 interrupted by shouting during a speech at
U.C.L.A. Law School,149 and followed by protesters for weeks wher-
ever he appeared 50 provided fertile ground for Wilson to shift the
public focus from his veto to protesters' treatment of him. Wilson la-
belled their tactics "fascist," and likened the protesters to tantrum-
prone five-year olds.151
There is some evidence that Wilson's tactic succeeded in shifting
public concern from the veto and related policy issues to concern over
protest extremes. Letters poured into California newspapers after the
veto, and some writers expressed sympathy with the aims of the
protesters but condemned the measures aimed directly at Wilson:
"[p]elting the governor with eggs is reprehensible, and makes gays
look foolish . . ." commented one backer of AB 101.152 A poll con-
ducted shortly after the veto suggested that Wilson's strategy had in-
trinsic appeal to Californians. The poll found that Californians
opposed the veto 46-40 and held more favorable views of lesbians and
gays than of the Republican far right; however, they were more than
twice as likely to view pro-gay protests as hurting rather than helping
the gay rights cause.-5 3
148. Dean Lekas, Needless Violence, S.F. CHRON., Oct. 4, 1991, at A22.
149. See David Ferrell, Wilson's Veto Energizes Gay Rights Movement, L.A. TIMES,
Nov. 17, 1991, at B1.
150. Discussing Wilson's appearance at the dedication of the Reagan Presidential li-
brary, the Daily News of Los Angeles described him as "dogged by protest."
David K. Li & Dion Lefler, Opening Snarls Streets, DAILY NEwS OF L.A., Nov. 5.,
1991, at SV1.
151. Skelton, supra note 101.
152. Lekas, supra note 148.
153. The Los Angeles Times Poll, L.A. TIMEs, Oct. 6, 1991, at A26. According to the
Times' poll, 23% of Californians thought gays and lesbians had too little power in
the state, 36% thought they had the right amount, and 28% thought they had too
much. Id By contrast, only 14% thought extreme conservatives had too little
power, 31% said they had the right amount, and 43% thought extreme conserva-
tives had too much power. I&L Only 23% of the same sample, when asked if pro-
tests helped or hurt the gay rights cause, said they believed they helped the cause,
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Wilson's positioning of himself as the victim of protesters' excesses
illustrates how a negative rights protest message can be confounded
through the unintentional construction of other victims. The $250,000
in damage to state property inflicted by enraged San Franciscans on
the Monday following the veto1 54 made the taxpayer a victim, as did
protesters' defacing of property and inhibiting the freedom of motion
of bystanders.155 In sum, the argument that gays are deprived of nega-
tive rights is confounded by a public perception that gays, deny other
Californians their negative rights.
F. Conclusion: Progress and Prospects
Statistics show that moral disapproval for homosexuality has re-
mained constant during the twenty year period addressed by this pa-
per.156 However, a political tolerance has evolved during this time,
with Americans increasingly likely to support the rights of gays and
protections against abridgment of those rights. This article is one ac-
count of the way lesbian and gay America reached that point in this
conversation. But what does the conceptual framework of this paper
tell us about how lesbians and gays could increase American tolerance
of gays and support for antidiscrimination measures? I tentatively of-
fer the following prescription: 1) shift the discourse from debate
about the moral worth of gayness to a political discussion of the need
for narrowly focused measures; 2) optimize the mix of visibility and
victimage rhetoric; and 3) continue creating new knowledge to seed
future policy discussions.
First, lesbian and gay rhetors must help shift gay rights discourse
from moral language containing the affirmation/rejection dichotomy
toward political language with narrower, more nuanced oppositions.
In the Bryant campaign, and again in the California discourse, pro-gay
rhetors believed an attractive rhetorical flourish was to proclaim that
the real debate was about morals and values, and that immorality lay
with the conservative foes' intolerance of gay rights. Yet people com-
monly agree with the claims of anti-gay rhetors about the immorality
while 54% said that protests hurt the cause. Id. This disapproval of protest is all
the more striking because a plurality of those polled were self-identified support-
ers of the gay rights movement (44% supported strongly or somewhat, while 42%
opposed strongly or somewhat). Id.
154. See, e.g., Gail Yoshimoto, Despicable Protests, S.F. CHRON., Oct. 4, 1991, at A22.
155. These anecdotal cases are reported with great interest and sympathy by the press.
See, e.g., Scott Harris, Charges Traded in Gay Protest at Mall Demonstration:
Blind Activist, Security Guard Accuse Each Other of Assault, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 15,
1991, at B3 (describing how gay protesters spit on and damaged a Toyota as they
prevented it from exiting a parking garage, and allegedly struck the driver in the
face); Harris, supra note 144, at A32 (describing the "plight" of motorists whose
car was blocked and shaken by pro-gay marchers).
156. See supra note 50.
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of homosexual conduct, and moral discourse provides a more fertile
source of condemnatory rhetoric than does political discourse.
Gay rights advocates can help shift the discourse by avoiding the
elements of the Bryant/Sheldon conceptual scheme, and instead using
rhetoric and constructs that belong to the conceptual universe of the
California dialogue. Thus, pro-gay rhetors should shun language of
moralism, affirmation, and normative appeals. Normative appeals to
values seek not persuade but to articulate some truth which seems
self-evident to both speaker and listener. The divergence between the
moral views of homosexuality held by gay rights advocates and those
of the American public makes normative appeals problematic. Pro-
gay rhetors should emphasize factual claims of discrimination and
anti-gay violence that portray lesbians and gays as victims and that can
be easily verified. Additionally, pro-gay speakers should invoke "neu-
tral" political concepts such as the antidiscrimination norm and pri-
vacy and liberty rights. As the California dialogue shows, this type of
argument benefits the lesbian and gay community at a structural
level. If gays lose the public policy argument, the loss will be based on
the asserted reason disagreement over the degree of discrimination
present and what the appropriate remedy should be. It is important
that the loss be on terms that allow for the continuation of the debate
and the possibility of winning.
My suggestion that moral, normative, and affirmational rhetoric is
ineffective should not be read as a criticism of the content of such pub-
lic statements. I am not passing here on their truth or falsehood; I am
simply arguing that they interfere with the achievement of subsidiary
political goals which logically precede a climate in which total accept-
ance and affirmation prevails. 5 7 Thus, the protective rhetoric and
policies of tolerance can be appropriately understood as a way station
en route to rhetoric and policies which embrace and affirm.
The second element of my prescription for pro-gay rhetors based
on this paper's analysis of rhetorical forms is that lesbians and gays
157. The experience of African-Americans is instructive here. While it is realistic to
assume that societal sentiment will more from disgust for gays to tolerance and
protections from abuse, and then to cultural and political affirmation, arguments
that try to create the end-state (often in the name of "radical transformative poli-
tics") ignore the difficulty other groups have experienced in trying to move past
tolerance. The battle over the King holiday, arguably a symbolic affirmation of
black contributions to American politics and culture, suggests that such symbolic
affirmations are not easily achieved. The virtual absence of African-Americans
from any elective office for which the voters are not predominantly black also
suggests that blacks have not been "affirmed" and welcomed into American cul-
ture. See Lani Guinier, The Triumph of Tokenism: The Voting Rights Acts and
the Theory of Black Electoral Success, 89 MICH. L. REV. 1077, 1112, especially
nn.164-69 (1991). Affirmational appeals on behalf of a less tolerated and lower-
valued minority are unlikely to touch common moral ground in the popular
psyche.
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must optimize the mix of visibility and victimage rhetoric. The pro-
tests after AB 101 illustrate the paradox that protests can elevate pub-
lic awareness of an issue, and at the same time can galvanize
opposition to the cause. 155 The interdependence of visibility and vic-
timage suggests the need for a middle road between outsider strategies
that rely heavily on protest, and insider strategies which emphasize
the need for rational, "cool" argument, and quiet, institutional action
to achieve social change. One vision of the gay rights movement is
populist, spontaneous, and strongly anti-hierarchical, entailing small
group action, brash groups such as Queer Nation, and a commitment
to the politics of the street. An alternative vision is institutionalist,
pragmatic, and characterized by a devotion to intentional use of "es-
tablishment" devices such as lobbying a state legislature and waging
media campaigns. Activists from the first camp often decry the ap-
proaches of the second as elitist,159 while those in the second camp
caution that the tactics of the first are counterproductive and
alienating.160
This article's analysis implies that the two wings of the movement
perform interdependent functions: street activists are the visibility
rhetors and they set the agenda for action, while institutionalists at-
tempt to shift public attitudes using "establishment" levers. Without
the "alienating" aggression of street protest, the Wilson veto (and les-
bian and gay issues) might well have faded quickly from public con-
sciousness. Yet without institutionalists like Friedman, the powerful
voice of government could never be mustered to aid in the reconstruc-
158. While Californians opposed the veto by 46-40, they also believed by a large mar-
gin that protests and demonstrations hurt. The Los Angeles Times Poll, supra
note 153. Wilson played into the popular belief that such tactics are alienating,
which might have confounded the message of pro-gay protestors even if it did not
aid Wilson as intended. See id. The disputatious reader who believes that Wilson
did not succeed in confounding the message is encouraged to imagine a state more
anti-gay than California in which a more aggressive or skilled governor could
clearly demonstrate this effect.
159. For two examples, see Cicchino et al., supra note 29, at 586, describing the con-
tempt with which much of the Massachusetts gay activist community viewed lob-
byist Arline Isaaccson for her devotion to an insider strategy of social change,
despite the fact that Isaacson, more than any single person, was responsible for
the passage of the Massachusetts gay civil rights bill. Note also the uniformly
hostile reception Kirk and Madsen's After the Ball received in the gay press for
suggesting that a well-funded mass media campaign designed to change public
attitudes toward gays would be more effective than street protests and shock tac-
tics. Id- at 603, n.288.
160. See generally KIRK & MADSEN, supra note 29 (asserting repeatedly, that effete
men and drag queens featured at public events must not be allowed to personify
gayness in the public imagination); see also Cicchino et al., supra note 29, at 586
(describing lobbyist Arline Isaacson's apparent distaste, or at least disregard, for
her critics). This tension was also apparent in AB 101 sponsor Terry Friedman's
appeal against provocative public demonstrations, which Friedman apparently re-
garded as harming the gay rights cause.
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tion of "lesbian and gay" in the public imagination. How are these two
indispensable parts to work together?
The suggestion here is that the movement should ideally perform a
cost-benefit analysis and continually recalculate how much protest,
demonstration, disruption, and civil disobedience is enough to keep
gay rights-claims in the media and in the public eye. Visibility dis-
plays are often affirmational or are represented in the media as af-
firmational.161 They can inconvenience the public, and the costs of
such actions must be balanced against the benefit of increased public
discussion, which may be poisoned by competing victim images if visi-
bility is too high, or may be drowned by other stories if too low. Addi-
tionally, the costs of visibility rhetoric can be minimized through
adherance to what could be termed a set of supercivility rules which
would promote maximal media coverage with minimal distortion of
the victim message via violence or shock tactics.162
A reader acquainted with lesbian and gay politics might immedi-
ately interject that such a cost-benefit analysis could never be per-
formed, because the movement is grass-roots and decentralized with
no unifying central decision-making to orchestrate such decisions. 63
My reply is that this paper presents a theory of what could work. To
the degree that my proposal does work, this objection supports the
notion that'such intercoordination should be undertaken, as it would
benefit the gay rights cause. The main insight of my second prescrip-
tion is not the trite idea that each side should work with the other.
Rather, general acceptance of this model would lead practitioners of
street politics to understand the limited utility of visibility rhetoric
when it is primarily affirmational or represents an incursion on some-
one's liberty in the popular imagination. Further, street politicians
who see visibility rhetoric as a means to the end of energizing public
dialogue with minimum interference would optimize their communi-
cative impact and help promote the construction of gay-as-victim.
Such a construction is the shortest path to basic pro-gay enactments,
161. See KIRK & MADSEN, supra note 29, at 143, (describing how gay rights marches
often get covered as affirmations of the more visually jarring elements of the gay
polity by media looking for "human interest"). A political march of 100,000 can
be reduced to a soundbite of a few cross-dressers, which can shortcircuit the polit-
ical message of the march and crush the nascent attempt at establishing common
ground with the audience. I&
162. Kirk and Madsen suggest civil disobedience with five characteristics: 1) event
should be large and massive; 2) protesters must be entirely nonviolent; 3) act
must be portrayed as last resort; 4) gays must expect and accept arrest to under-
line that their goal is political statement not disruption; 5) the right protested for
should be related to the act of protest. KIRK & MADSEN, supra note 29, at 196-97.
163. See Harris, supra note 144, at A32. See also KRK & MADSEN, supra note 29, at
247-49, (describing the highly decentralized nature of gay politics, which is char-
acterized by tons of organizations numbering in the hundreds, a few in the range
of one to twenty thousand, and a deep distrust of hierarchy.
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which protect gays from harm and help to reconstruct "gay" in the
public imagination.
The prescription of efficient use of visibility rhetoric leads to dispa-
rate evaluations of two prominent practices in today's movement. I
have already argued that National Coming Out Day affirmatively de-
clares lesbian and gay existence and that the message is amplified by
the media because the day is a public event. As public symbol, the day
is an efficient use of visibility, declaring existence with no extrinsic
costs of disruption. Coming out helps to desensitize the polity to les-
bian and gay existence and to establish lesbians and gays as a social
group.
While coming out is one of the most laudable and efficient symbolic
tools available to pro-gay rhetors, outing, or revealing an individual's
sexual orientation without his or her permission, is one of the least
effective tools. Outing fails as a tool for constituting the group in the
public space, because at the core of coming out is a personal declara-
tion. Outing attempts to construct as gay someone who resists the con-
struction and thereby dilutes and confounds the message.164
Moreover, outing creates a competing victim image by invading the
target's privacy165 and constructing that person as a member of a mi-
nority against his or her will. It constitutes the person as gay and as a
victim-of-gays, as well. Outing is an ineffective rhetorical tool which
reveals the dangers of the mentality that any publicity for a cause is
good publicity.
The third element of my prescription is the continued production
of new knowledge and information. The main innovation this paper
describes is the creation of the construct "gay-bashing," a new cate-
gory of knowledge. While a suggestion of a new type of knowledge
that might revolutionize gay rights discourse is beyond the scope of
164. Cf F.G. BAILEY, THE TACrIcAL USES OF PASSION 55 (1983). Bailey asserts that
public presentation of a self persuades the most when that self conceals nothing
and emotion, cognitive message, and "self" are all in line. Id A good example
occurs when a public figure comes out, often in an emotional experience, carrying
the message that discrimination and silence hurts. Outing pits these components
of public presentation of a self against each other. Emotion is disconnected from
the cognitive message, because the outer makes the communication in the face of
anti-gay emotions expressed by the target which confound the outer's message
that gays should be valued and not harmed. Most obviously, the outed self dis-
connects from pro-gay cognitions and emotions as the target denies or refuses to
acknowledge the outer's sexuality.
165. It must be noted that prominent advocates of lesbian and gay rights overwhelm-
ingly repudiate outing as an invasion of privacy. See Harris, supra note 144, at
A32 citing Roberta Achtenberg, then an openly lesbian attorney on the San Fran-
cisco Board of Supervisors, as an example of a gay-rights advocate with an abhor-
rence for outing. The argument against 'outing' offered here does not reach the
moral arguments mustered for and against this practice; they are not relevant to
the aims of this paper.
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this paper, it is clear that creation of new categories of thought has
aided public perception of lesbians and gays, from the public construc-
tion of gays-as-group to the idea of "gay-bashing." As journalists and
others tell the story of lesbians and gays, new concepts inevitably arise
as descriptions of present social phenomena proliferate. This much is
not a prescription but is instead a prediction about how the movement
will help itself.
This article recommends the production of new information.
Armed with the category "gay-bashing," activists have succeeded in
collecting information about hate crimes against lesbians and gays and
inducing the government to collect such information. The collection
of information has had the dual effect of amplifying claims of vic-
timage and creating the factual predicate for remedial laws. The
shifted discourse urged by this paper relies on political argument and
empirical claims to keep the discourse in a "cool" language with which
lesbians and gays can win the debate. To keep the discourse as focused
and political as possible, and to win the argument (two independent
purposes), lesbians and gays must reveal the story of their oppression.
They must elaborate on the toll violence and discrimination exact
from them each year. As their facility at creating information grows,
the benefit is twofold. First, tales of harm strengthen their argument.
Second, as the numbers describing victimage grow, the press will pri-
oritize the news and cover the story as a phenomenon "on the in-
crease" which will heighten the sense of imminence created by the
figures and stories themselves.
This article is an account of how one group's rights-claims have en-
tered the public imagination. It establishes which tactics work best for
these novel rights claimants given a variety of rhetorical forms and
dynamics. The current controversy regarding President Clinton's at-
tempt to lift the military ban on gays will replay the struggles de-
scribed in this article.166 Even some people ambivalent about
Clinton's plan concede that Americans have undergone a marked
change in their acceptance of gays in recent years, and that the change
in attitudes is inexorably pushing society toward favoring changes like
those in the Clinton plan.16 7 The outcome of the controversy will test
this generalization, and show the extent to which the American polity
has accepted claims of gay rights. Using the rhetorical tools described
in this article, gay rights advocates and their foes write the history of
claims to gay rights, and Americans move slowly toward an uneasy
acceptance of gay claims, grounded not in affirmation but in tolerance.
166. See Peter Appleborne, Gay Issue Mobilizes Conservatives Against Clinton, N.Y.
TIzmES, Feb. 1, 1993, at A14.
167. See, e.g., id at A14 (comments of conservative Senator John Glenn (D.-Ohio).
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